
 

Discussion Guide - Week of May 12, 2019 

Get Started 
To begin, each person take 2-3 minutes to check in. Any moments that felt 
particularly lifey this week?  Then invite someone else. Take your time, focus on 
listening. No comments  just “thank you!” 

Dig In Ideas  

GROUNDWORK 

1. Briefly review the main points of the conversation from Sunday and what struck people. 

2. One of the biggest points was about the power of growth zones!  This is a great week to practice 
growth zone space together.   Set yourselves up with the exercise on the next page.  

FUTURESCAPES MANTRA: “You have permission to have hope.”  
Individually answer these: 

1. What idea from this message most challenged your sense of hope? Write it down:  

2. What idea offered you a new opening to hope? Write it down:  

3. What discomfort comes with what you wrote down? Write that down too: 

 
GETTING COMFORTABLE WITH BEING UNCOMFORTABLE 

1. What makes this topic hard to talk and think about? Get uncomfortable and talk about it!  

We all have ways to discharge discomfort (e.g., jokes, fix, numb, either/or thinking, change the 
subject, let go of your own integrity/identity/experience to keep someone else in their comfort 
zone). That’s ok. Notice, own, talk about that too and practice coming back to the growth zones. 

2. The Homework was to think and talk about situations you find yourself in where power doesn’t 
appear equal. What could it look like to empty yourself so someone else can be full? What could it look 
like to be full and be heard?  How can this group support you in this? 

 

Close 

What is something you will take away this week? Leave space for everyone to contribute.   

Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust 
Be present.   Share only what you want when you want.   Confidentiality.   Respect. 

Questions over answers.   Wonder over judgement.   Do you.   Welcome silence. 



 
 

Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust. 
Ground Rules for significant relationships 

 
 

GROUP GROWTH ZONE EXERCISE 
1. ON YOUR OWN (5 min): Read through the ground rules then answer these two questions. 

a. What feels most important to you for HAVE growth zone space in this group?  

b. What feels most important to you for GIVE growth zone space in this group?  

2. WITH A PARTNER (10 min): Take a full 5 minute turn to talk through your answers to these 
two questions. Listeners: When they tell you they are done, mirror back what you heard from 
your partner and see if you got it well enough to share with the group on their behalf. Ask for 
their permission to do so.  

3. AS A GROUP (1 min each): Share what makes growth zone space for each other! 

 

Be present as fully as possible (doubts/convictions, fears/hopes, failings/successes; 
listening/speaking, giving/receiving...).  

Share only what you want when you want. It’s your call.  

Confidentiality. Always ask before sharing anything outside the group, even if it is with 
the most supportive of intentions. 

Respect others by avoiding the temptation to interpret, correct or offer unsolicited 
advice. 

Questions over answers. Practice responding with honest, open questions.   

Wonder over judgement. Starting to feel judgmental? Get curious. I wonder what’s behind 
that perspective. I wonder what my own strong reaction might mean.  

Do you. You learn from others for sure, but this is a unique chance to pause and listen to 
what’s going on in you. This is perhaps the most simple (yet difficult) and potent thing 
you will do - for yourself and your group. 

Welcome silence.  The world is noisy enough. After someone talks, take a breath and let 

Silence have a voice in your Group. 

 


